Huxley and Isherwood did not find Indian spirituality by journeying to India-rather it was India which found them; and the variety of Indian spirituality with which these Englishmen came into contact in California in the late 1930s was that of the Vedanta Society, founded by SwamT Vivekananda and his followers, who were monks of the recently established (1886) Order of Ramakrsna. If we seek to locate the source of the orientation of spiritual life around the cultivation of samadhi experience, which has become one of the principal characteristics of modern Vedanta, it must be traced to SrT Ramakrsna himself. Ramakrsna was not a Vedantin in the orthodox sense of one who has received instruction centered on the exegesis of the sacred texts (sastra), which are generally in Sanskrit, from a teacher (acarya), and who then consciously locates himself within that specific body of received teachings (sampradaya). Ramakrsna, as is well known, affirmed that a variety of diverse disciplines and traditions within Hinduism, and even outside of Hinduism, were valid in that they were all efficacious means toward the same spiritual goal. However, as has been pointed out, it would be most correct to locate Ramakrsna's teachings within a Tantric The Kundalini dwells in the Muladhara. When it is aroused, it passes along the Sushumna nerve, goes through the centres of Svadhisthana, Manipura, and so on, and at last reaches the head. This is called the movement of the Mahavayu, the Spiritual Current. It culminates in samadhi.6
From the above we should be able to see the importance that the samadhi experience had in the life and teachings of Sri Ramakrsna. Such an experience-oriented view of spirituality was a legacy which passed from Ramakrsna to Vivekananda. Vivekananda was receptive to this view, for it seemed to agree with what he had studied of the British Philosophy East & West empiricist philosophers and the positivist Auguste Comte, insofar as they had stressed the centrality of empirical experience. Vivekananda extended the empiricist epistemology that all knowledge is derived from sense experience into the domain of metaphysics, for he thought that since experience is the basis of all knowledge, then if a metaphysical Reality exists, it, too, ought to be available for direct experience.7 And from his association with Ramakrsna he gathered that samadhi was the experience required in order to know God. In his writings he placed much emphasis on the necessity of attaining samadhi. He loosely translated samadhias "super-consciousness,"8 and he stated in his work Raja-Yoga, a commentary in English on the Yogasutras of Patanjali, that samadhi experience was the acme of spiritual life:
Samadhi is the property of every human being-nay, every animal. From the lowest animal to the highest angel, some time or other, each one will have to come to that state, and then, and then alone, will real religion begin for him. Until then we only struggle towards that stage. There is no difference now between us and those who have no religion, because we have no experience. What is concentration good for, save to bring us to that experience? Each one of the steps to attain samadhi has been reasoned out, properly adjusted, scientifically organized, and, when faithfully practised, will surely lead us to the desired end. Then all sorrows cease, all miseries vanish; the seeds of actions will be burnt, and the soul will be free for ever.9
Vivekananda was attracted to Ramakrsna for reasons somewhat similar to those that initially attracted Huxley and Isherwood to the Vedanta taught by the followers of Vivekananda: they all sought some direct, experiential verification of the propositions of religious metaphysics, and they all came to believe that the key to such verification lay in the attainment of a samadhior "super-conscious" experience. This legacy of Ramakrsna, the search for an extra-ordinary experience in order to validate spiritual life, not only extended to the West via the Ramakrsna Order of monks that Vivekananda helped to found, but it also become a dominant view within the Western-educated Indian middle class through the spread of Ramakrsna-Vivekananda literature. The modern Indian philosopher, Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, an eloquent advocate of the importance of experience in religion, has described samadhi in the following manner: "In samadhi or enstatic consciousness we have a sense of immediate contact with ultimate reality.... It is a state of pure apprehension...." 10 At this point the reader may wonder whether we are not stating the obvious, for is it not precisely because samadhi is so important that modern Vedantins such as Vivekananda and Radhakrishnan gave it such emphasis? It is certainly important to modern Vedanta, but the question can be legitimately raised as to what importance it has in the Upanisads, the very source of the Vedanta, and in the classical Vedanta such as in Michael Comans the works of Sankara, the most famous of all the Vedanta teachers. That is the topic which we shall now address.
The first point to be noted is that the word samadhi does not occur in the ten major Upanisads upon which Sankara has commented." This is not a matter to be lightly passed over, for if the attainment of samadhi is central to the experiential verification of the Vedanta, as we can gather it is, judging by the statements of some modern Vedantins such as those cited above, then one would legitimately expect the term to appear in the major Upanisads which are the very source of the Vedanta. Yet the word does not occur. The closest approximation to the word samadhi in the early Upanisads is the past passive participle samahita in the Chandogya and Brhadaranyaka Upanisads.'2 In both texts the word samahita is not used in the technical meaning of samadhi, that is, in the sense of a meditative absorption or enstasis, although the closest approximation to this sense occurs in the Brhadaranyaka. In the first reference (BU 4.2.1), Yajnavalkya tells Janaka: "You have fully equipped your mind (samahitatma) with so many secret names [of Brahman, that is, Upanisads]."13 Here the word samahita should be translated as "concentrated, collected, brought together, or composed."
In the second occurrence (BU4.4.23), Yajnavalkya tells Janaka that a knower of Brahman becomes "calm (santa), controlled (danta), withdrawn from sense pleasures (uparati), forbearing (titiksu), and collected in mind (samahita). This reference to samahita is the closest approximation in the Upanisads to the term samadhi, which is well known in the later yoga literature. However, the two terms are not synonyms, for in the Upanisad the word samahita means "collectedness of mind," and there is no reference to a meditation practice leading to the suspension of the faculties such as we find in the literature dealing with yoga. The five mental qualities mentioned in BU4.4.3 later formed, with the addition of faith (sraddha), a list of six qualifications required of a Vedantic student, and they are frequently to be found at the beginning of Vedantic texts.'4 In these texts, the past participles used in the Upanisads are regularly changed into nominal forms: santa becomes sama, danta becomes dama, and samahita becomes samadhana, but not the cognate noun samadhi. It would thus appear that, while Vedanta authors understood samahita and samadhana as equivalent terms, they did not wish to equate them with the word samadhi; otherwise there would have been no reason why that term could not have been used instead of samadhana. But it seems to have been deliberately avoided, except in the case of the later Vedanta work, Vedantasara, to which we shall have occasion to refer. Thus we would suggest that, in the Vedanta texts, samadhana does not have the same meaning that the the word samadhi has in yoga texts. This is borne out when we look at how Vedanta authors describe the terms Philosophy East & West samahita and samadhana. Sankara, in BU 4.2.1, glosses samahitatma as samyuktama, "well equipped or connected." In BU4.4.23, he explains the term samahita as "becoming one-pointed (aikagrya) through dissociation from the movements of the sense-organs and the mind."15 The term occurs again in the Katha Upanisad 1.2.24 in the negative form asamahita, which Sankara glosses as "one whose mind is not one-pointed (anekagra), whose mind is scattered."'6 In introductory Vedanta manuals, samadhana is also explained by the term "one-pointed" (ekagra).'7 The word samadhana can thus be understood as having the meaning of "one-pointed" (ekagra). In the Yogasutra, "one-pointed" (ekagra) is used to define concentration (dharana-),8 which is the sixth of the eight limbs of Yoga and a preliminary discipline to dhyana and samadhi. We may see, then, that the Vedantic samadhana means "one-pointedness" and would be equivalent to the yoga dharana, but it is not equivalent to the yoga samadhi.
The What Sankara says is that duality, such as the fundamental distinction between subject and object, is obliterated in deep sleep and in samadhi, as well as in other conditions such as fainting, but duality is only temporarily obliterated for it reappears when one awakes from sleep or regains consciousness after fainting, and it also reappears when the yogi arises from samadhi. The reason why duality persists is because false knowledge (mithyajinana) has not been removed. It is evident from this brief statement that Sankara does not consider the attainment of samadhi to be a sufficient cause to eradicate false knowledge, and, according to Sankara, since false knowledge is the cause of bondage, samadhi cannot therefore be the cause of liberation. The only other significant reference to samadhi in the Brahmasuitrabhasya occurs in the context of a discussion as to whether agentship is an essential property of the self.
According to Sanrkara's interpretation, sutras 2.3.33-39 accept agentship as a property of the self, but sutra 2.3.40 presents the definitive view that agentship is not an intrinsic property of the Self but is a superimposition. The word samadhi occurs in 2.3.39 (samadhy-abhavac-ca), and here Sankara briefly comments, "samadhi, whose purpose is the ascertainment of the Self known from the Upanisads, is taught in the Vedanta texts such as: 'The Self, my dear, should be seen; it should be heard about, thought about and meditated upon'" (BU 2.4.5).26 Sankara shows by the phrase atmapratipattiprayojana ("whose purpose is the ascertainment of the Self") that he acknowledges that the practice of samadhi has a role in Vedanta. However, these two references do not in themselves present a conclusive picture of Sankara's thought, for in the first reference it is evident that he does not consider samadhi to be a sufficient means for liberation, while in the second he has clearly given it a more positive place as a means for liberation. This second reference, however, has to be treated with some circumspection as it forms the comment upon a suitra which Sanrkara does not consider to present the definitive view. Another reference to samadhi, where it again seems to have a more positive value, occurs in the commentary upon the Man.dukya-karika of Gaudapada, where in verse 3.37 the word samadhi is given as a synonym for the Self. Sankara glosses the word samadhi in two different ways, and in the first he says "samadhi = because [the Self] can be known through the wisdom arising from samadhi."27 Thus we can see that, according to Sankara, samadhi has a role to play in Vedanta, but yet the first reference (2.1.9) indicates that this role is perhaps more circumscribed than the modern exponents of Vedanta would have us believe. We will attempt to resolve the matter through a wider examination of Sanrkara's thought, particularly in regard to his use of yoga.
The first specific mention of yoga is in the Katha Upanisad, and there
Philosophy East & West is a verse in this Upanisad which details a type of yoga meditation:
The discriminating person should restrain speech in the mind, he should restrain the mind in the cognizing self, he should restrain the cognizing self in the 'great self' and restrain that 'great self' in the peaceful Self.28 organs, are merged in Pure Intelligence, there are no more limiting adjuncts, and only Brahman, which is Pure Intelligence, comparable to a lump of salt, homogeneous, infinite, boundless and without a break, remains. Therefore the Self alone must be regarded as one without a second. 33 We can see that the type of yoga which Sankara presents here is a method of merging, as it were, the particular (visesa) into the general (samanya). For example, diverse sounds are merged in the sense of hearing, which has greater generality insofar as the sense of hearing is the locus of all sounds. The sense of hearing is merged into the mind, whose nature consists of thinking about things, and the mind is in turn merged into the intellect, which Sankara then says is made into 'mere cognition' (vijnanamatra); that is, all particular cognitions resolve into their universal, which is cognition as such, thought without any particular object. And that in turn is merged into its universal, mere Consciousness (prajnafnaghana), upon which everything previously referred to ultimately depends. There are two points which ought to be noted concerning Sankara ... liberation is not something that can be brought into being. For liberation is just the destruction of bondage, it is not the result of an action. And we have already said that bondage is ignorance and it is not possible that ignorance can be destroyed by action. And action has its capacity in some visible sphere. Action has its capacity in the sphere of production, attainment, modification and purification. Action is able to produce, to make one attain, to modify or to purify. The capacity of an action has no other scope than this, for in the world it is not known to have any other capacity. And liberation is not one of these. We have already said that it is hidden merely by ignorance.40
Sankara introduces this verse with the comment that the
Thus we can see that the perspective of Sarkara is fundamentally different from that of the yoga tradition where, although the purusa is presented as not something to be acquired, liberation is nonetheless a real goal to be attainedthrough a process of mental discipline, which necessitates the complete suppression of all mental activity. That there is a certain ambivalence toward yoga on the part of the followers of Vedanta can be seen in Brahmasutra 2.1.3, "Thereby the Yoga is refuted," which offers a rejection of yoga following upon the rejection of Sankhya philosophy. The problem as Sankara sees it is that Michael Comans yoga practices are found in the Upanisads themselves, so the question arises as to what it is about yoga that needs to be rejected. Sarkara says that the refutation of yoga has to do with its claim to be a means of liberation independent from the Vedic revelation. He says, "...the sruti rejects the view that there is another means for liberation apart from the knowledge of the oneness of the Self which is revealed in the Veda."41 He then makes the point that "the followers of Sankhya and Yoga are dualists, they do not see the oneness of the Self."42 The point that "the followers of Yoga are dualists" is an interesting one, for if the yogins are dualists even while they are exponents of asarhprajniatasamadhi (nirvikalpasamadhi), then such samadhi does not of itself give rise to the knowledge of oneness as the modern exponents of Vedanta would have us believe. For if it did, then it would not have been possible for the yogins to be considered dualists. Clearly the modern Vedantins, in their expectation that samadhi is the key to the liberating oneness, have revalued the word and have given it a meaning which it does not bear in the yoga texts. And, we suggest, they have given it an importance which it does not possess in the classical Vedanta, as we are able to discern it in the writings of Sankara.
The matter to be decided is what place samadhi, and yoga in general, holds in Sankara's thought. We suggest that his commentary upon the BhagavadgTta contains certain programmatic statements that are of general assistance in determining his views on the place of samadhiand yoga in the Advaita scheme of liberation. In the Cita, Sankara very frequently glosses the word yoga when it occurs in a verse by the word samadhi, thereby indicating that on many occasions he understands yoga to mean the practice of a certain discipline wherein samadhi is the key factor, as in verse 6.19, "...for one who engages in yoga concerning the Self" (yuinjato yogam atmanah), which Sarkara glosses as "practices samadhi concerning the Self" (atmanah samadhim anutisthatah). 43 47 It is evident that Sankara understands the word yoga in the CGta to refer to both karmayoga and to the practice of meditation, that is, samadhiyoga. It is also evident that he considers yoga to be a means leading to Sankhya-knowledge but that it is not the same as Sankhya-knowledge. In 6.20, Sankara says that one apprehends the Self by means of a "mind which has been purified through samadhi." 48 From the evidence of the above we suggest that according to Sainkara the role of samadhi is supportive-or purifying-and is preliminary to, but not necessarily identical with, the rise of the liberating knowledge. As is well known, Sankara considers that knowledge alone, the insight concerning the truth of things, is what liberates. To this end he places great emphasis upon words, specifically the words of the Upanisads, as providing the necessary and even the sufficient means to engender this liberating knowledge. Sankara repeatedly emphasizes the importance of the role of the teacher (guru/acarya) and the sacred texts (sastra) in the matter of liberation. For example the compound sastracaryopadesa, "the instruction on the part of the teacher and the scriptures," occurs seven Michael Comans times in his commentary on the CGta alone, along with other variations such as vedantacaryopadesa, and it regularly occurs in his other works as well.49 The modern Vedantin, on the other hand, has overlooked, possibly unknowingly, the importance which sacred language and instruction held in the classical Vedanta as a means of knowledge (pramana) and has had to compensate for this by increasing the importance of yogic samadhi, which is then put forward to be the necessary and sufficient condition for liberation.
The contrast between the Vedanta of Sankara and some of its modern exponents is clear enough. But it should not be thought that the modern emphasis on yogic samadhi is without precedent. As we have mentioned, there is evidence of yoga techniques in the principal Upanisads themselves although it did not then have a dominant emphasis, and this is reflected in the approach of Sankara in his commentaries. However, in the centuries following Sankara, Advaitins have exhibited a gradual increase in their reliance upon yoga techniques. This can be shown by examining a few of the Advaita Prakaranagranthas, noncommentarial compositions by Advaita authors.
The only noncommentarial work that is widely accepted as the composition of Sankara is the Upadesasahasr. In this work the word samadhi rarely occurs. The word samahita is used in 13.25, and we have previously argued that samahita (concentrated) has a meaning equivalent to the word samadhana, one-pointedness of mind, but it does not have the same meaning as nirvikalpasamadhi.50 Sankara mentions samadhi three times in the Upadesasahasrl,51 but he does not extol it; on the contrary, speaking from the understanding that the Self is nirvikalpa by nature, he contrasts the Self and the mind and says:
As Through the diversity of the supervening conditions (Upadhis), a man is apt to think of himself as also full of diversity; but with the removal of these he is again his own Self, the immutable. Therefore the wise man should ever devote himself to the practice of Nirvikalpa Samadhi for the dissolution of the Upadhis. 60 Michael Comans
If we compare the idea contained in this verse with the ideas of the Upadesasahasr, we find that nowhere in the Upadesasahasr does Saikara advocate the dissolution of the upadhi: On the contrary, his attitude throughout the Upadesasahasrnis to show that an upadhi is to be negated merely through the knowledge that it is an object, for as an object it cannot be identical with the perceiver; and because an upadhi is essentially unreal (mithya), it cannot negate the nondual truth, and therefore no additional effort need be expended for its removal. 
Conclusion
Although the importance of concentration is evident from the early Upanisads (BU 4.4.23), a form of yoga practice leading to the absorptive state of samadhi is only in evidence in the later texts. We have seen that Sankara does speak of a type of concentration upon the Self which is akin to yoga insofar as there is the withdrawal of the mind from sense objects, but he does not advocate more than that and he does not put forward the view that we find in classical Yoga about the necessity of total thought suppression. We have seen that he has used the word samadhi very sparingly, and when he has used it, it was not always in an unambiguously favorable context. It should be clear that Sankara does not set up nirvikalpasamadhi as a spiritual goal. For if he had thought it to be an indispensable requirement for liberation, then he would have said so. But he has not said so. Contemplation on the Self is obviously a part of Sankara's teaching, but his contemplation is directed toward seeing the ever present Self as free from all conditionings rather than toward the attainment of nirvikalpasamadhi. This is in significant contrast to many modern Advaitins for whom all of the Vedanta amounts to "theory" which has its experimental counterpart in yoga "practice." I suggest that their view of Vedanta is a departure from Sankara's own position. The Philosophy East & West modern Advaitins, however, are not without their forerunners, and I have tried to indicate that there has been a gradual increase in samadhioriented practice in the centuries after Sarkara, as we can judge from the later Advaita texts. 
NOTES

